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Extreme polarization can undermine democracy by making com-
promise impossible and transforming politics into a zero-sum
game. “Ideological polarization”—the extent to which political
views are widely dispersed—is already strong among elites, but
less so among the general public [N. McCarty, Polarization: What
Everyone Needs to Know, 2019, pp. 50–68]. Strong mutual dis-
trust and hostility between Democrats and Republicans in the
United States, combined with the elites’ already strong ideologi-
cal polarization, could lead to increasing ideological polarization
among the public. The paper addresses two questions: 1) Is there
a level of ideological polarization above which polarization feeds
upon itself to become a runaway process? 2) If so, what pol-
icy interventions could prevent such dangerous positive feedback
loops? To explore these questions, we present an agent-based
model of ideological polarization that differentiates between
the tendency for two actors to interact (“exposure”) and how
they respond when interactions occur, positing that interaction
between similar actors reduces their difference, while interaction
between dissimilar actors increases their difference. Our analysis
explores the effects on polarization of different levels of toler-
ance to other views, responsiveness to other views, exposure
to dissimilar actors, multiple ideological dimensions, economic
self-interest, and external shocks. The results suggest strategies
for preventing, or at least slowing, the development of extreme
polarization.

political polarization | agent-based models | democracy |
opinion change | ideology

Extreme polarization can undermine democracy by making
compromise impossible (1, 2) and transforming politics into

a zero-sum game, as James Madison observed in Federalist No.
10 (3). When this occurs, even a democratically elected majority
may seek to solidify its control over political power by weakening
the institutions and norms that ordinarily support the turnover
of elites. There are many motivating examples of this dysfunc-
tional political polarization, for example, the rise of Hitler, the
American Civil War, the destruction of democracy in Venezuela,
the increasing threats to democracy in Hungary, and the grow-
ing animosities in American politics over the past two or three
decades (4).

At least two kinds of polarization, if carried to extremes,
can undermine democracy. “Affective polarization” is already
a serious problem in the United States; for example, Ameri-
cans increasingly dislike and distrust those of the other party,
whether Democrat or Republican (1, 5). The other kind, “ide-
ological polarization,” is the extent to which political views
are widely dispersed. Ideological polarization is already strong
among elites but is less pronounced among the general public;
see ref. 6 and pp. 50–68 of ref. 7. In the future, ideological polar-
ization among the US public may increase due to the already
strong affective polarization, rising social inequality, and the col-
lapse of cross-cutting belief structures into consolidated clusters
(8, 9). Therefore, it is important to understand how to pre-
vent the public from reaching dangerous degrees of ideological
polarization.

This paper focuses on ideological polarization (henceforth
“polarization”) among the general public and asks: Is there

a level of ideological polarization above which polarization
becomes a runaway process? And, if so, what policy interventions
can prevent such a dangerous positive feedback loop?

To address these questions, we developed an agent-based
model (ABM) of ideological polarization to explore situations in
which many actors influence each other in ways that don’t lend
themselves to equation-based models. In the ABM paradigm,
each individual actor is represented explicitly and rules specify
the mechanisms for interaction between actors. Simple ABMs,
such as ours, are not intended to predict any particular historical
event or future outcome. Instead, they can provide insight about
important mechanisms and the role they play in determining sys-
tem trajectories, for example, to highlight the consequences of a
few simple assumptions about how people are influenced by each
other. By design, ABMs can capture a distribution of possible
outcomes, characterizing both typical and rare behavior.

To study ideological polarization, we selected a small set
of mechanisms that influence opinion change: attraction to
those with similar ideological (i.e., political) positions and repul-
sion from those with dissimilar positions. In our Attraction–
Repulsion Model (ARM), the actors are assumed to follow a
few simple rules about giving and receiving influence. The rules
are not based on principles of rational calculation, that is, costs
and benefits, or the forward-looking strategic analysis typical of
game theory. Instead, the actors simply adapt their position in
ideological space based on interactions with other actors. Note
that, when one actor changes its position, the environment of
all of the other actors is affected. Based on idealized simple
rules of interaction, we investigate the emergent properties of the
system over time. Because the proposed mechanisms can exist
alongside other mechanisms, they are complementary with other
treatments of polarization.

Significance

Democracies require compromise. But compromise becomes
almost impossible when voters are divided into diametrically
opposed camps. The danger is that intolerance will grow,
democratic norms will be undermined, and winners will be
reluctant to let the losers ever regain power. To better under-
stand how polarization can be prevented, or at least slowed,
we developed a simple model in which people tend to be
exposed to and attracted by views similar to their own, but
are repulsed by views that are too dissimilar. The policy impli-
cations are described in terms of level of tolerance to other
views, responsiveness to other views, exposure to dissimilar
views, multiple ideological dimensions, economic self-interest,
and external shocks.
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Most agent-based (10, 11) and statistical physics (12, 13) mod-
els of opinion change, including Axelrod’s culture model (14),
investigate the effects of “homophily” and “assimilation”: the
tendency to interact with and attract toward others with similar
opinions. Our ARM joins a growing body of literature that addi-
tionally considers “differentiation” (or “negative influence”): the
tendency to amplify difference from others with dissimilar opin-
ions (15–20). Although empirical evidence for differentiation is
mixed—for example, negative interactions are apparent in the
US Senate (21) and on social media (22) but are not always
observed in group discussion and opinion exchange experiments
(23, 24)—differentiation can capture the empirical effects of
external messaging (16) and public debate on controversial top-
ics (18) that purely assimilative models do not. Unlike most other
models with both assimilation and differentiation (16–20), our
model assumes that 1) both the likelihood of interaction and the
magnitude and direction of opinion change are affected by ideo-
logical distance and 2) these effects are uncorrelated. A notable
exception is the model of Baldassarri and Bearman (15), but their
model includes several additional features such as issue engage-
ment and perception, complicating the task of characterizing the
effects of interaction and opinion change.

Our analysis of polarization has several interesting features.
First, our model of polarization dynamics is unique in its simplic-
ity, representing opinion change based only on an individual’s
attraction to or repulsion from others’ positions. Its very sim-
plicity allows us to attribute the exact mechanisms that yield
particular outcomes. Second, unlike many models of opinion
change, the ARM avoids the common assumption that the direc-
tion and magnitude of opinion change are correlated, which
may not necessarily be true. Third, in the context of models of
polarization dynamics that include repulsion as well as attrac-
tion, our discoveries include 1) the identification of conditions
under which a population first approaches convergence around
a moderate position but then reverses direction and becomes
highly polarized, that is, conditions under which the center does
not hold; 2) the identification of conditions under which a few
extremists can actually help prevent polarization; 3) the discov-
ery that even weak attraction to one’s own initial position (such
as the effect of economic self-interest) can prevent polariza-
tion; and 4) insight into the seeming paradox that—contrary to
many policy proposals—exposure to dissimilar views can actually
exasperate rather than alleviate polarization.

The Attraction–Repulsion Model
The ARM has only two rules. Stated informally, one rule says
that an actor tends to interact with those who have similar views.
The second rule says that a (pairwise) interaction between simi-
lar actors reduces their difference, while an interaction between
dissimilar actors increases their difference. The ARM is, in fact, a
Markov process where the choice of interacting actors is stochas-
tic but interactions’ effects are deterministic. Conditioned on
a given sequence of interacting pairs of actors, the ARM is a
deterministic dynamical system. While some analytic results from
Markov theory are potentially available, a simulation approach is
preferred here.

In particular, we assume a population of N actors whose ide-
ological positions are distributed in D-dimensional space, where
each dimension corresponds to an ideological, or political, issue.
Each actor has a position between 0.0 and 1.0 on any given
dimension; our results focus primarily on one-dimensional (1D)
space.∗ Many ABMs assume that actors’ positions are initially
distributed uniformly or randomly; we, instead, assume the nor-

*We assume that ideological positions are bounded to prevent repulsion from causing
unbounded moves and because ideological positions are typically measured in surveys
by questions with a limited integer range, for example, on a five- or seven-point scale.

mal (Gaussian) distribution which is more realistic for modeling
human political views (6).† Initial positions are normally dis-
tributed with a mean of 0.5 and SD of σ= 0.2, unless stated
otherwise. The two rules are defined as follows.

Interaction Rule. At each step, a random actor selects another
actor uniformly at random and they interact with probability
(1/2)d/E , where d is the distance between them and E is a model
parameter capturing actors’ exposure to other points of view.

This rule reflects the idea that the probability of interaction
decays with the distance between ideological positions, and, in
our model, the decay is exponential. The scaling factor is the
“halving distance” of exposure E . As an example, if two actors
are distance E apart, they have a 50% chance of interacting; if
they are 2E apart, they have a 25% chance; and if they are E/2

apart, they have a 1/
√

2≈ 71% chance. A large exposure means
that an actor is almost as likely to interact with someone with
whom they disagree as with someone who has a similar position;
that is, the population is largely unsorted.

Attraction–Repulsion Rule. All actors have identical tolerance, T ,
that determines whether the result of an interaction is attractive
or repulsive. If an actor tolerates the position of the other, the
actor moves a fraction R (responsiveness) of the distance toward
the other. Otherwise, the actor moves the same distance away
from the other, subject to the boundaries.‡

A motivating example for the attraction–repulsion (AR) rule
is the Bail et al. (22) study showing that exposure to opposing
views on social media can lead to repulsion. As an example of
AR, if an actor is at 0.4 and T = 0.15, the actor will move closer
to anyone between 0.25 and 0.55. If R = 0.25 and the actor inter-
acts with another at 0.5, the actor will move a quarter of the way
from its position at 0.4 to the other’s position at 0.5, resulting in
a new position of 0.425. On the other hand, if the other actor is
outside of the tolerance range, the actor will be repulsed. For
example, if the other actor were at 0.1, the distance between
them would be 0.4− 0.1 = 0.3, which is greater than the toler-
ance of 0.15. In that case, the actor would move a fraction R of
the distance between them away from the other, resulting in a
position of 0.4 + (0.25)(0.3) = 0.475.

Unless the actor is already near an extreme, an interesting
effect of this rule is that repulsion moves actors farther than
attraction does. The distance moved is always an R fraction
of the distance between the interacting actors which is greater
than T for repulsion and less than T for attraction. Yet actors
within distance T are also more likely to interact because they
are closer. Repulsion is less likely than attraction, but it leads to
greater movement when it does occur.

Polarization Metric and Default Parameters. We operationalize the
degree of polarization as the variance of political positions in
a population. For example, suppose there is one ideological
dimension with actors distributed according to a normal (Gaus-
sian) distribution with SD σ= 0.2. Since variance is σ2, the
polarization is σ2 = 0.04. Each ideological dimension ranges
from 0.0 to 1.0, so the maximum polarization for the 1D setting
is 0.25 when half the population are extremists at zero and the
other half are at one. The minimum polarization is zero, which
occurs if the population converges to a single point.

†Populations initialized according to estimates of 1D latent ideology extracted from
2020 survey data (25, 26) yield similar behavior (see SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Empirical
Initial Distribution).

‡ Instead of deterministic attraction within a tolerance distance and repulsion beyond
it, one could model the probability of repulsion as a smooth stochastic function that
increases with actors’ pairwise distance to obtain similar results (see SI Appendix,
Stochastic Attraction–Repulsion).
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Table 1. Default parameter values for the ARM

Description Default value

Number of actors N = 100
Number of ideological dimensions D = 1
Mean and SD of actors’ initial normal

distribution along an ideological
dimension (0.5, 0.2)

Exposure, the degree to which actors interact
with dissimilar points of view expressed as the
halving distance E = 0.1

Tolerance, the distance within which
interactions are attractive and beyond which
interactions are repulsive T = 0.25

Responsiveness, the fractional distance an
actor’s ideological position moves as a result
of an interaction R = 0.25

Table 1 gives the default parameter values used for our exper-
iments. There is no natural calibration of time in the model, so
we adopt the unit of actor activations, called steps. A helpful way
to think about time is to suppose that, on average, each actor has
one activation per day. Of course, only some of the activations
result in interaction and movement, with similar actors more
likely than distant actors to interact. With 100 actors, 36,500 steps
of the simulation represents 1 y, and 1 million steps represents
about 27 y.

Results
The findings of our simulation experiments are presented in six
categories: tolerance, responsiveness, exposure, multiple ideo-
logical dimensions, economic self-interest, and external shock.
See SI Appendix for details on the model implementation.

Tolerance. We begin by exploring the effects of tolerance (T ),
that is, the level of ideological difference that actors find attrac-
tive rather than repulsive. Fig. 1 shows the development of
polarization over time for different values of T . As expected,
when actors have low T (≤ 0.15), many of their interactions are
outside their tolerance, leading to repulsion which increases their
distance. This produces extreme polarization, with roughly half
the population at one extreme and the other half at the other.
It is also unsurprising that, when T is sufficiently high (≥ 0.55),
interactions are usually attractive and the population converges
around a single position.

The interesting cases occur at intermediate levels; two repre-
sentative examples are T = 0.25 and T = 0.35. As Fig. 1 shows,
T = 0.25 produces polarization that increases slowly at first and
then rapidly takes hold and goes to the extreme. In contrast,
T = 0.35 produces a nearly constant, low level of polarization
that remains stable for the entire simulation. To understand how
the dynamics of these two runs play out so differently, Fig. 2
shows snapshots of the population’s ideological positions at key
points in the run.

Fig. 2 A and E shows the identical initial condition for both
runs. Both the T = 0.25 and T = 0.35 runs quickly form a major-
ity of moderates near the ideological center flanked by smaller
extreme groups at the far left and far right (Fig. 2 B and F). These
three groups are mutually intolerant and repulse one another.
In the T = 0.25 run, repulsion gradually erodes the moderate
majority (Fig. 2C) until all actors have joined an extremist group
(Fig. 2D), while, in the T = 0.35 run, the moderate majority
remains in dynamic equilibrium among positions [0.45, 0.55] for
the entire simulation (Fig. 2 F–H and Movie S1).

This small change in tolerance yields such divergent long-
term outcomes because of a subtle and unanticipated effect that
we label “repulsive extremism.” A left extremist at position 0.0

repulses any actor to the right of position T , pushing it farther
to the right; likewise, a right extremist at position 1.0 repulses
any actor to the left of position 1−T , pushing it farther to the
left. Moderates that interact repeatedly with the same extreme
group may be repulsed out of the center to the opposite extreme,
ultimately dissolving the majority (Fig. 2 B–D). However, if the
repulsive effect leaves the moderates within the tolerance range
of the central majority, their mutual attraction, combined with
repulsion from the opposing extremists, will reinforce and shift
the majority as it attracts and reabsorbs those that were repulsed.
The emergent effect is one in which the majority reaches and
remains in what appears to be a dynamic equilibrium of cen-
trist positions (Fig. 2 F–H and Movie S1), maintaining a diversity
of opinion over long time spans. Without repulsive extremism,
the population would, instead, converge to a single ideological
position from which it would never move.

The determining factor in the long-term effect of repulsive
extremism, then, is frequency of interaction between extremists
and moderates. This relies critically on the relative size of the
extreme groups compared to the moderates, since pairs of actors
are chosen uniformly at random to interact. Tolerance plays a
key role in determining these sizes: Larger T leads to larger
attraction which kick-starts the initial concentration of actors
near the center into a strong central majority, while the few
remaining actors are repulsed and form small extremist groups.
When the extremist groups are small enough relative to the
moderate majority, as in the T = 0.35 run, the center holds.
With larger extremist groups such as those in the T = 0.25 run,
there is higher probability of moderates having repeated interac-
tions with extremists, eventually dissolving the moderate majority.

With low tolerance, even interactions between similar actors
can result in repulsion, leaving little hope of avoiding run-
away polarization with all actors holding extreme positions.
Sufficiently high tolerance, on the other hand, leads to con-
sensus at a single ideological position. At intermediate levels,
a moderate majority can form that is flanked by repulsive
extremists.

Responsiveness. Actors can be more or less responsive to inter-
actions, depending on how far they move when attracted

T < 0.25

T = 0.25

T = 0.35

T > 0.45

Fig. 1. The effects of tolerance (T). Polarization of the population’s ide-
ological positions over time when varying tolerance over the range T =

0.05, 0.15, . . . , 0.95 (dark blue to yellow). Low tolerance (T ≤ 0.25) leads
to extreme polarization, intermediate tolerance (0.35≤ T ≤ 0.45) leads to
small but nonzero polarization, and high tolerance (T ≥ 0.55) leads to
convergence.
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Fig. 2. With intermediate tolerance, can the center hold? Snapshots of the population’s one-dimensional ideological positions (D1) over time, shown as
histograms for the T = 0.25 and T = 0.35 runs shown in Fig. 1. (A) Initially, the 100 actors are normally distributed with mean 0.5 and SD σ= 0.2. (B) At
step 100,000, the T = 0.25 run forms a moderate majority of ∼80 actors flanked by extreme groups at the far left and far right of ∼10 actors each. (C)
The extreme groups grow steadily as the moderate majority dissolves. (D) After 2,500,000 steps or—using our estimation of one interaction per actor per
day—about 70 y, all actors have converged to the extremes in equal proportions. (E–H) The T = 0.35 run forms and maintains a larger moderate majority
(∼90 actors) that remains stable over all 2,500,000 steps. See Movie S1 for animations.

or repulsed by another. Recall that the AR rule says that,
if an actor tolerates another’s position, the actor moves
a fraction R of the distance between them toward the

other, and otherwise moves the same distance away from
the other. Thus, larger values of R represent increased
responsiveness.

4 of 11 | PNAS
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Fig. 3. The effects of responsiveness (R) as a function of tolerance (T). Aver-
age polarization of the population’s ideological positions after 1,000,000
steps, averaged over 20 iterations for each (T , R) pair. T and R are both
varied over the range 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1.0. There is a phase change from
extreme polarization (yellow) with low T to convergence (dark blue) with
high T . The phase change is largely independent of R. A and B indicate the
T = 0.25 and T = 0.35 cases shown in Fig. 2 on the boundary of the phase
change.

Fig. 3 shows that the phase change from complete polariza-
tion to convergence to a single ideological position, shown in
Fig. 1, is largely invariant with respect to R. Although actors
move much more slowly when R is low (e.g., R≤ 0.2), it does
not change the outcome. Intermediate polarization occurs on the
boundary of the two regimes (0.25≤T ≤ 0.45), as shown in Fig.
2. Interventions focused on responsiveness are thus unlikely to
mitigate polarization because outcomes are largely determined
by T except when R is very small.

Exposure. For a variety of reasons, people tend to be exposed less
frequently to opinions that are different from their own than they
are to similar opinions. The strength of this tendency is called
the population’s “exposure.” Low exposure means the tendency
is strong, while high exposure means that actors listen to distant
and similar opinions almost equally. Empirically, exposure is an
important factor in both affective and ideological polarization (1,
5). In the ARM, the interaction rule captures exposure by stating
that the probability of an actor interacting with another is halved
as the distance between them is doubled, scaled by the halv-
ing distance E . Put another way, population exposure increases
with E .

Fig. 4 shows the effect of different levels of exposure for differ-
ent levels of tolerance. For all but the lowest exposures (E ≥ 0.1),
tolerance dominates exposure in determining the population’s
outcome: Just as in Fig. 3, low tolerance (T ≤ 0.25) leads to
extreme polarization, while sufficiently high tolerance (T ≥ 0.5)
yields total convergence.

At intermediate levels of tolerance (0.3≤T ≤ 0.4), polar-
ization increases with exposure. To explore this further, we
fix T = 0.3 and investigate the population’s polarization over
a longer period for varying degrees of exposure (Fig. 5). No
runs produce convergence, but we observe two distinct types
of polarization. When E ≥ 0.15, actors often interact with and
are repulsed by those who have dissimilar opinions, quickly
leading to extreme polarization. Maximum population variance
is not always achieved because the extreme groups may have
asymmetric sizes (see, e.g., Movie S2, where the E = 0.25 run
produces 30% left extremists and 70% right extremists, for a
variance of σ2≈ 0.2). On the other hand, when actors rarely

interact with anyone with different opinions (E ≤ 0.1), the
population can maintain a stable moderate majority flanked by
extremist groups for many time steps (Movie S2).

When a population is stubbornly intolerant, the majority of
interactions are repulsive. Increasing exposure only makes
these interactions more likely, leading to polarization with
rapid adoption of extreme positions. Low exposure, how-
ever, preserves clusters of like-minded individuals by greatly
decreasing the probability of repulsive “cross-cultural” inter-
actions, inhibiting polarization.

Multiple Ideological Dimensions. The previous investigations can
be extended to a setting with multiple ideological dimensions.
For simplicity, we consider a 2D ideological space modeled as
the unit square in which each actor has an ideological position
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 on each dimension. The AR rule
parameterized by tolerance T and responsiveness R remains the
same, but with pairwise distances between actors computed in
2D Euclidean space. Note that, in two dimensions, the maximum
distance between two ideological positions is

√
2≈ 1.414 and

the maximum variance is σ2 = 0.5.

Tolerance and responsiveness have similar effects in two
ideological dimensions (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) as in one
(Fig. 3), yielding a phase change from extreme polariza-
tion with low tolerance to consensus with sufficiently high
tolerance.

With two ideological dimensions, we can investigate popula-
tions that have different exposures per dimension. We generalize
the interaction rule to consider two exposures, E1 and E2. Sim-
ilar to the 1D case, with high E1 and E2, actors often interact
with and are repulsed by others beyond their tolerance, causing
extreme polarization (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, popu-
lations with low exposure even on just one dimension avoid
extreme polarization for most degrees of exposure on the other
dimension.

To better understand how low exposure on just one dimen-
sion can help mitigate polarization, we consider the situa-
tion where actors with disparate views on the first ideological
dimension are less likely to interact (E1 = 0.1) while varying

Fig. 4. The effects of exposure (E) as a function of tolerance (T). Average
polarization of the population’s ideological positions after 2,000,000 steps,
averaged over 20 iterations for each (T , E) pair. Tolerance is varied over T =

0.05, 0.1, . . . , 1.0, and exposure is varied over E = 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.5.
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Fig. 5. The effects of exposure (E) for intermediate tolerance (T). Polar-
ization of the population’s ideological positions over time when T =

0.3 is fixed and exposure is varied over the range E = 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.5
(dark blue to yellow). E≤ 0.1 leads to a stable moderate major-
ity flanked by repulsive extremists, while E≥ 0.15 leads to rapid
polarization.

E2. Fig. 6 shows two distinct population behaviors. When
E2 = 0.05, intermediate polarization occurs slowly. This effect
is a generalization of repulsive extremists to two dimensions:
Mutually repulsive groups emerge and move to positions at
the boundaries and corners of ideological space that are the
most stable, interacting only occasionally with other groups
(Fig. 6, Bottom Inset).

The second behavior shown in Fig. 6 is large but oscillat-
ing polarization occurring when 0.2≤E2≤ 0.45. As an example,
Fig. 6, Top Inset shows the final configuration of the E2 = 0.4
run. The population has polarized completely along the sec-
ond dimension, with all actors on either the top or bottom
edge, due to high exposure on that dimension enabling many
repulsive interactions. Surprisingly, the same is not true of the
first dimension. After 2,500,000 steps, only the top edge has
polarized into opposite corners; actors on the bottom edge
are distributed bimodally. The left- and right-leaning bottom
actors repulse each other as in the 1D setting, but, unlike in
one dimension, they maintain a diversity of ideological posi-
tions. Whenever a bottom actor gets close to the bottom-right
corner, for example, the first dimension’s low exposure causes
it to interact frequently with the top-right corner of actors.
These two right corners are mutually intolerant and repul-
sive, causing the bottom actor to be pushed back out of the
bottom-right corner. This subtle and surprising effect shows that
frequent interactions between actors close to one another on
the low-exposure dimension but potentially very far from each
other on the high-exposure dimension can cause oscillations on
the low-exposure dimension that remain stable for long time
periods.

Although asymmetric exposures yield interesting new behav-
iors, the key takeaway for higher dimensions is analogous
to what was observed in one dimension. Low exposure can
limit interactions between mutually intolerant groups, enabling
the population to avoid a flurry of repulsive interactions
that can dissolve moderate clusters. Extreme polarization is
avoided as long as these moderate clusters persist, as shown
in Fig. 6.

Economic Self-Interest. We next consider a 1D variant of the
ARM in which each actor has a preferred ideological position

based on economic self-interest.§ For example, an actor with low
income might have an economic self-interest in a position to the
left of the median. Although income, wealth, and many other
attributes are highly skewed, it is not unreasonable to assume
that positions follow a normal distribution (see SI Appendix, Fig.
S1 and Empirical Initial Distribution for a discussion of empiri-
cal ideological data). Therefore, we assume that an actor’s initial
position represents its preferred position. We model the effect
of economic self-interest by assuming that, with fixed probabil-
ity P , an actor is attracted to its preferred position rather than
interacting with another actor. Thus, P can be thought of as the
strength of one’s own self-interest in comparison to the effects of
other actors in the population.

Fig. 7 shows polarization over time for P ranging from 0 to
10%. The top line is the familiar case when self-interest has no
effect (P = 0%) and the population polarizes to the extreme.
But even a very small increase in P avoids extreme polarization:
With P = 1%, the population’s polarization is roughly halved.
As P increases (4%≤P ≤ 10%), the population rarely strays
from the low level of polarization present in the initial normal
distribution.

Without self-interest (P = 0%), the population polarizes in
roughly equal proportions to each extreme (Fig. 7, Top Right
Inset). We use this run as a baseline to understand the relative
impact of increasing self-interest. At very low levels (P = 1%;
Fig. 7, Middle Right Inset), self-interest does not prevent the
formation of two mutually repulsive clusters, but it still has a
moderating influence. Because actors are attracted to their
more moderate preferred positions, the runs produce bimodal
distributions with peaks that oscillate in the [0.1, 0.2] and
[0.8, 0.9] ranges, respectively, avoiding extreme polarization.
A 10-fold increase in self-interest (P = 10%; Fig. 7, Bottom
Right Inset) maintains the center and avoids polarization. The
combination of self-interest and attracting interactions produces
a tighter concentration of actors near the center than the
initial/preferred normal distribution (Fig. 7, Left Inset).

Even a small amount of self-interest, which biases actors
toward their initial positions, can dramatically reduce polar-
ization (Fig. 7 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6).

External Shock. Our final experiments consider external shocks
that exogenously shift actors’ ideological positions so they
become less polarized as they unify around a common problem.
Four examples of such shocks are as follows: 1) climate change
awareness, where, as more people experience the reality of
increasingly frequent and damaging natural disasters, they may
become more willing for the government to take costly action
to mitigate its effects; 2) the COVID-19 pandemic, where, as
infection rates and death counts soar, people may become more
willing to support actions such as mask mandates, shutdowns,
and emergency funding for testing, contact tracing, and vac-
cine deployment; 3) economic recession, where, when economic
downturns such as the Great Depression, the 2008 recession, and
the 2020 economic crisis occur, people become more willing to
accept large budget deficits to stimulate the economy; and 4) war,
where, when a country declares war or an existing war escalates,
people become more willing to pay higher taxes to support the
military.

In the ARM, an external shock has a strength ∆ and a time
(i.e., step) at which it occurs. At the shock’s specified step, all
actors’ ideological positions are shifted to the right by the shock
strength ∆, subject to the usual constraint that no actor can

§We describe the preference as due to economic self-interest, but it could represent
many other reasons for an actor’s innate preference for a certain position.
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E2 = 0.05

E2 = 0.4

Fig. 6. Avoiding maximum polarization with low exposure (E). Polarization of the population’s ideological positions over time when exposure on the first
ideological dimension is fixed at E1 = 0.1 and exposure on the second ideological dimension is varied over E2 = 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.5 (dark blue to yellow).
(Insets) Final configurations of the population after 2,500,000 steps for the E2 = 0.4 (Top) and E2 = 0.05 (Bottom) runs as a 2D histogram whose colors
indicate concentrations of actors on a log-scale. See Movie S3 for animations.

have a position greater than 1.0. We use the default parameters
(Table 1) to investigate the effects of external shocks of vary-
ing strengths introduced at step 500,000. Fig. 8A shows three
distinct outcomes stemming from the same underlying effect:
Either the shock strength ∆ is large enough to shift ideological
groups that were previously repulsive within one another’s range
of tolerance, enabling them to attract and eventually merge, or
the distinct ideological groups remain mutually intolerant and
repulse one another.

In more detail, recall that runs with default parameters quickly
form a moderate majority flanked by small groups of repulsive
extremists (Fig. 8B, Left). Weak shocks (∆≤ 0.15) shift the left
extremists and moderates to the right by a small amount, but the
right extremists are already at the maximum (Fig. 8B, ∆ = 0.10).
Thus all three groups remain mutually repulsive, the moderate
majority is eventually dissolved, and the population converges
to extreme polarization as if the shock never happened. At
the other end of the spectrum, very strong shocks (∆≥ 0.75)
make all actors mutually attractive, leading to consensus (e.g.,
Fig. 8B, ∆ = 0.8). Intermediate shock strengths (0.2≤∆≤ 0.7)
weaken intolerance between the moderates and right extremists
but are not strong enough to do so for the moderates and left
extremists (Fig. 8B, ∆ = 0.40). The left extremists repulse the
now-merged moderates and right extremists, resulting in ∼20
actors at the extreme left and the remaining ∼80 at the extreme
right.¶

¶Since all runs in Fig. 8 use the same initial distribution and random seed, all
intermediate shock strengths lead to the same proportion of left and right extremists.

We next consider the effect of introducing shocks at different
times. Fig. 9 shows that the three phases of weak, intermediate,
and strong shocks observed in Fig. 8 occur regardless of when the
shock is applied. Medium-strength shocks lead to intermediate
polarization, with earlier shocks resulting in smaller variance.
However, no medium-strength shock avoids polarization entirely
once groups of extremists have already formed. In particular, if
the left extremists remain repulsive with all other actors (which
are necessarily farther to the right) after the shock, they will
be repulsed back to the left extreme. The timing of this type
of shock only affects how large the consolidation of moderate
and right-leaning actors is, which affects the final level of
polarization.

An external shock, which moves all actors in the same
direction, only reduces polarization if it occurs so early
that extremist groups have not yet formed or is strong
enough to move all actors within a single tolerance
distance.

Model Extensions
The ARM can facilitate many natural extensions to study other
aspects of polarization, including asymmetry, elites, affective
polarization, politics, geography, and other interventions.

Asymmetry. To explore some of the asymmetries in current
American politics (4), one could use asymmetric initial distribu-
tions or vary T across actors.
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P = 0%

P = 1%

P = 10%Initial / Preferred

Fig. 7. The effects of economic self-interest (P). Polarization of the population’s ideological positions over time with varying levels of economic self-interest,
P = 0%, 1%, . . . , 10% (dark blue to yellow) that an actor will be attracted to its preferred (initial) position. (Left Inset) The initial normal distribution of actors’
ideological positions, which also represent their preferred positions when acting in self-interest. (Right Insets) Final configurations of the population after
2,500,000 steps for P = 0%, 1%, and 10%. See Movie S4 for animations.

Elites. Elites with large social influence can be represented as
fixed ideological positions that others occasionally attract to as
in economic self-interest, or as actors who are more likely to be
selected by others for interaction.

Affective Polarization. To study affective polarization, one could
assign each actor as Democrat, Republican, or Independent, with
initial positions normally distributed around their party’s mean,
for example, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.7, respectively. The degree of affec-
tive polarization could be represented as the probability that a
member of one party will tolerate a member of the same party
and be repulsed by a member of the other party, regardless of
distance.

Politics. Starting with this model of party affiliations, the primary
campaigns of the two parties could be represented as selection
among members of one’s own party, stopping after a given num-
ber of steps. At that point, the candidate for each party would
be assigned the median position of that party’s members. The
general election campaign would then treat the two candidates
as elites, as described above. A simple way to represent the gen-
eral election would have each actor vote for its nearest candidate
after a fixed number of steps (the campaign), with the candidate
with the most votes declared the winner.

Geography. To represent a world in which geography limits inter-
actions, assign each actor to a location on a 2D grid. Then have
an actor select another only from their immediate neighborhood,
as in Axelrod’s culture model (14).

Other Interventions. Beyond incentives for self-interest or exter-
nally applied shocks, one could consider other interventions
such as educational campaigns that nudge the population or
interventions that affect actors differentially.

Discussion
Despite its simplicity, the ARM sheds light on the orig-
inal questions. First is the question of when ideological
polarization becomes a runaway process leading to extrem-
ism. Intolerance is the key component of runaway polar-
ization observed in our experiments (Figs. 1–3), especially
when enhanced by high exposure that enables frequent repul-
sive interactions between dissimilar individuals (Fig. 4). These
results also generalize to additional ideological dimensions;
for example, runaway polarization occurs with low toler-
ance when both dimensions have high exposure (SI Appendix,
Figs. S1 and S2).

Our second question concerns policy: What interventions can
prevent extreme polarization? Sufficiently high tolerance can
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Fig. 8. The effects of external shock strength (∆) on repulsive extremists. (A) Polarization of the population’s ideological positions over time with external
shocks of varying strengths ∆ = 0.0, 0.05, . . . , 0.8 (dark blue to yellow) introduced at step 500,000. (B) Snapshots of the population’s ideological positions
as histograms for the ∆ = 0.1, 0.4, and 0.8 runs just before the shock (step 500,000; Left), shortly after the shock (step 501,000; Middle), and in the final
configuration (step 2,500,000; Right). See Movie S5 for animations.

prevent or dramatically slow polarization (Figs. 1 and 2). For
example, when T = 0.25, the population polarizes but only very
slowly; the center forms but does not hold. A small increase in
tolerance can prevent runaway polarization, but the critical value

depends on other parameters such as responsiveness (Fig. 3) and
exposure (Fig. 4).

Interventions focused on responsiveness are unlikely to miti-
gate polarization, because outcomes are largely determined by
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Fig. 9. The effects of external shock, by time and strength. Average
polarization of the population’s ideological positions after 2,000,000 steps,
averaged over 20 iterations for each (∆, step) pair. Shocks vary in strength
over ∆ = 0.0, 0.05, . . . , 0.8 and are introduced at steps 100,000, 200,000,
. . ., 900,000.

tolerance effects unless responsiveness is very small (Fig. 3).
Strictly limiting exposure to dissimilar views, however, is an
effective mechanism for avoiding rapid polarization (Figs. 4
and 5). This may, at first, appear contrary to practical experi-
ence: Encouraging interactions among those with different views
might be expected to decrease polarization by fostering increased
tolerance. However, the ARM treats tolerance and exposure
as independent features of a population. If a population is
stubbornly intolerant and on a trajectory to runaway polar-
ization, low exposure decreases the probability of interactions
between mutually intolerant groups. This, in turn, preserves
ideological diversity by inhibiting repulsion.

These results help resolve the controversy about whether con-
tact between different groups tends to increase or decrease their
hostility (27, 28). For example, school desegregation brought
people of different races together, expecting that exposure to
others would reduce hostility. However, experience in places like
Boston in the 1970s (29) show the opposite because the dif-
ferences were too great and may have exacerbated preexisting
hostility.

When there are two ideological dimensions, extreme polar-
ization can be avoided if the population has low exposure
on either issue (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In other scenar-
ios, however, we observe a “durable correlation of multiple
dimensions.” This so-called collapse of dimensions can be
a threat to democracy, as observed by James Madison in
Federalist No. 10 (3).

Attraction to one’s preferred ideological position is surpris-
ingly effective at preventing polarization, even if this prefer-
ence is very small compared to the influence of others. Under
these conditions, the population tends to moderate (Fig. 7
and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). This is perhaps the most promis-
ing result of the model, because it suggests a direction for
policy intervention by which a polarizing dynamic could be
moderated.

One might imagine that an external event that moves every-
one in one direction could be another mechanism for controlling
polarization, but our model shows that such a shock has to be
surprisingly large to succeed (Fig. 8). If the population is on
a polarizing trajectory, the sooner the shock occurs, the more
likely it is to have an effect (Fig. 9). If the population is already
somewhat polarized, a weak shock does not stop the process,

although a strong shock can. Even a medium shock (e.g., to the
right) only changes the relative sizes of extreme groups, but, in
the end, all actors become extremists, with moderates and right
extremists combined and polarized from the left extremists (Fig.
8B, ∆ = 0.40). In future work, it will be interesting to compare
these unidirectional shocks to those that produce centrist, “rally
around the flag” effects.

Without intervention, the ARM typically exhibits either
extreme polarization or complete convergence (Figs. 3 and
4). Although we have focused on preventing extreme polar-
ization, we note that some diversity of opinions is bound to
exist in any open society and is likely necessary for holding
elites accountable and sustaining healthy democracy. In the
ARM, we observe some scenarios where a few repulsive extrem-
ists help reinforce the center, allowing a moderate majority
to remain stable for long periods of time while continuing to
react against extremists (Fig. 2 E–H). With too many extrem-
ists, however, the cluster of moderates ultimately dissolves (Fig.
2 A–D). Ideal levels of ideological diversity in a society thus may
be sensitive to factors such as interaction patterns and group
structures.

Conclusion
With just two simple rules, the ARM yields complex dynamics
that provide policy-relevant insights into mechanisms for pre-
venting extreme polarization. While repulsion is often omitted
from models of political polarization, we find that, in some cir-
cumstances, repulsion from those of whom we are intolerant can
reinforce a moderate majority.

One advantage of an ABM such as the ARM is its abil-
ity to generate distributions of possible outcomes on different
runs of the model, such as rare “black swan” events which are
difficult to obtain with equation-based models. For example,
while typical runs with T = 0.35 yield low polarization (Figs.
2 E–H and 3B), rare initial distributions and interaction pat-
terns can lead to polarization 4 times as large (Movie S6).
While such events are rare by definition, they are important
because they can have large and lasting consequences when
they do occur. An interesting question is how to determine
whether particular historical events, such as the rise of Hitler,
are black swans or expected outcomes of general dynamical
processes. Because democracies require compromise, which is
almost impossible when electorates are deeply divided, under-
standing the forces that promote or inhibit political polarization
is crucial for sustaining democracies when they are challenged—
whether by black swans or predictable trends. Models like those
in this Special Feature on the dynamics of polarization can help,
especially if they are both simple enough to understand where
the results come from and subtle enough to provide relevant
new insights.

Materials and Methods
Details of the ARM and its simulation implementation are given in SI
Appendix. The corresponding source code and execution instructions are
available online at https://github.com/jdaymude/AttractionRepulsionModel.

Data Availability. Source code and execution instructions are available on
GitHub (https://github.com/jdaymude/AttractionRepulsionModel). All study
data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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